1. **SCRAMBLE:** All players hit their drives on every hole. The team then chooses their best shot and all players proceed to that spot to hit their next shot. This procedure is repeated until the ball is holed out. All players are cautioned not to tap in short putts until all players have attempted their 1st putt. The 1st ball holed will be the ball that counts.

2. Men play white tees. Ladies play red tees. **NO SENIOR TEES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.**

3. Players may place the ball within 1 club length, no nearer the hole, from their selected shot.

4. If a team is in the rough, fairway, fringe or green, they must keep their ball in those areas for their shots.

5. On the putting green, the ball must be placed within 3” of the selected shot, no nearer the hole.

6. Embedded ball rule is in effect through the green.

7. Ground under repair is circled with white paint.

8. Hole prizes will be awarded on each hole – see attached sheet. **ALL PARTICIPANTS ARE LIMITED TO WINNING A MAXIMUM OF 1 HOLE PRIZE.** Prizes will be awarded starting on the individual 1st hole.

9. All ties for 1st, 2nd and 3rd will be determined by matching scorecards starting with hole #18 and working backwards (17, 16, 15, etc.)

10. 50-50 raffle tickets may be obtained at check-in or before dinner

11. Any hole prize not awarded will be placed in the auction.

12. All Ashland University players paid to participate.